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Mindset the new psychology of success sparknotes

These notes were provided by members of the GradeSaver community. We are grateful for your contributions and encourage you to make your own. Written by Timothy Sexton, Sneha Jain Chapter 1: The Opening Chapter introduces the founding concept behind the rest of the book, which is that of two different mindsets. A fixed mindset
is one that accepts the idea of default skills, aptitudes and talents that can only be demonstrated or not. A growth mindset is one that believes that traits like these are not fixed, but can be cultivated, learned and changed. These mindsets lead to behavioral traits: fixed mindsets avoid new challenges and are quick to give up when they fail.
The growth mindset is persistent, tenacious and sees criticism constructively. Chapter 2: Within mindsets The premise here is that both mindsets are choices that people make, and these choices can affect every aspect of their lives. For example, those with a fixed mindset tended to worry only about learning if they passed a test rather
than whether they really understood knowledge that could help with future growth. Failure is seen by a fixed mindset as a definition of how they are a failure as a person, while those with a growth mindset are more likely to take failure on a specific task such as learning opportunity. This chapter also serves a chilling warning about fitness
tests: when a person with a fixed mindset fails a single skill test, they often see failure as changeable for the rest of their lives, thus potentially missing great opportunities. Chapter 3: The truth about ability and achievement in this chapter, the focus is on how both mindsets really impact modes of thought that lead to success or failure. The
main theme here is how these mindsets become traps that can set the stage for future success or failure. Fixed mindsets becomes fearful of trying after experiencing failure, putting this failure down to an inherent shortage on their part. This not only has the effect of limiting the possibility of new achievements, but creates a protective
veneer around existing capabilities so that they stay in flux. So protective is the fixed mindset of keeping what you knew you can do instead of trying what you're not sure you can do, which serves the purpose of really limiting what you can do. On the other hand, a growth mindset is not only more open to un proven challenges; is more
willing to challenge the limits of proven talents and skills. Chapter 4: Sports and the mindset of a champion The theory of mentality is specifically related to the subject of athletes and performance. The results of the studies and research conclude that the majority of successful athletes a growth mindset and that, moreover, this mindset
contributes to performance in three different ways. Your expectation of success leads to greater emphasis on preparation than those with fixed minds. They develop their ability to turn failure into The final aspect of the growth mindset is that since they do not see future situations predetermined, each new change to be made is attacked
with a positive attitude and momentum to win. Chapter 5: Business mindset and leadership The fixed mindset in business can be very successful, but with its success comes confirmation of your perspective that the world can be divided into superior people and inferior people. Since they have been successful, they are deduced to be
superior and their business model becomes one in which to preserve that reputation often trumpets everything else. This leadership is responsible for those corporations where both great success and great failure have resulted from a rigidly bureaucratic structure. The growth mindset can therefore essentially be said to be innovative tech
companies with executives wearing jeans in offices equipped with game rooms in contrast to IBM's iconic white-shirted army of 1960s IBM employees. Chapter 6: Relationships and mindsets in love (or not) Applying the mindset theory of friendship questions and romances carries much of the burden like them in learning. The fixed-minded
partner takes things more personally and can see a rash of extreme excitement as the end of a romance or friendship. More surprising is how mindsets tend to differ on the subject of relationship pressure. The fixed mindset looks inward and essentially replicates the victim of being harassers by seeing the problem themselves. The growth
mindset allows a partner to respond to the emotional pressure placed on them as a problem located above all within the person who feels the need to intimidate. Chapter 7: Parents, Teachers and Coaches: Where Do Mindsets Come From? The focus in this chapter shifts to those people who contribute to the creation of both mindsets in
others, albeit inadvertently, without knowing it and without intention. Special attention is given, in fact, to the way teachers can actually help foster a fixed mindset even when the intention is simply to give praise. The repetition of hearing a common statement of praise from teachers and parents as taking note that a child is a very fast
learner, for example, can produce results associated with the fixed mindset by creating in the child's mind the idea that things they don't learn very quickly should indicate that they are not as smart on subject issues , thus creating and then reinforcing fixed mental habits to move away from learning new things so that they are not stupid.
Three private teachers —Marva Collins, Rafe Esquith and Dorothy DeLay— stand out for bringing home the underlying advice of the chapter that student mistakes should not be addressed with the judgment of failure, but should foster an environment in which students see failure as another to learn something new. Chapter 8: Changing
mentality The book concludes with a chapter that becomes a workshop in the steps that can be taken change a fixed mindset into a growth mindset. The first step is to educate people about the theory through showing how it has affected them personally in their lives. The process then becomes one of cognitive therapy by which people
are stimulated to change negative behavior and habits to be more actively aware of them as they are occurring. This self-awareness naturally leads to the realization of the extent to which their behavior produces judgments of themselves leading to the important step of learning to transform this value judgment into a perspective that sees
failure as an opportunity to learn and improve. You can help us by reviewing, improving and updating this section. Update this section After claiming a section I'll have 24 hours to send in a draft. An editor will review the submission and publish the submission or provide suggestions. You can find all my book summaries – here. At first I was
really skeptical about this book as it started with some super obvious statements and topics that are just common knowledge.... but as you keep reading, the examples and ideas really kick and in the end I completely identified with parts in the book. Now, I would totally recommend anyone who feels trapped to read it – it's truly eye
opening and even the most learning focused among us can find little gems in the book (after the first pair chapters). Much of what you think as personality really grows from that mindset. Much of what may be preventing you from fulfilling your potential grows out of it. Believing that his qualities are carved in stone - the fixed mindset -
creates an urgency to prove himself over and over again. MB: He / She's smart! ← How I Hate This Statement An assessment at a time in time has little value in understanding someone's ability, let alone their potential to succeed in the future. Fixed-minded people give standardized tests the power to measure their most basic intelligence
from time to time. They give this test the power to define them. That's why every success is so important. People who believe in fixed traits feel and urgency to succeed, and when they do, they can feel more than proud. They may feel a sense of superiority, as success means that their fixed traits are better than other people's. However,
lurking behind this self-esteem of fixed mindset is a simple question: If you're someone when you're successful, what are you when you're unsuccessful. One way people with the fixed mindset try to repair their self-esteem after a failure is by assigning blame or making excuses. There was one saying in the 1960s that it was: Becoming is
better than being. fixed mindset does not allow people the luxury of becoming. They already have to be. Growth mindsetThe growth mindset is based on the belief that your basic qualities are things that you can cultivate through your efforts. They believe that a person's true potential is unknown (and unknown); that is impossible
impossible foresee what can be achieved with years of passion, toil and training. The passion for stretching and sticking to it, even (or especially) when it's not going well, is the hallmark of the growth mindset. This is the mindset that allows people to thrive during some of the most difficult times in their lives. People in the growth mindset
are not only looking for challenges, they thrive on it. The bigger the challenge, the more they stretch. And nowhere can you see more clearly than in the sports world. You can only see people stretch and grow. Even in the growth mindset, failure can be a painful experience. But it doesn't define you. It is a problem that must be tackled,
dealt with and learned. For them it is not about immediate perfection. It's about learning something over time: facing a challenge and moving forward. Next time you're tempted to surround yourself with worshippers, go to church. In the rest of your life, look for constructive criticism. When you praise yourself the wrong way you're
smart/intelligent (fixed shots), you want to keep that and not risk being silly, so stop challenging themselves. Find a way to praise you in a way of growth that has done well learning and working hard! Tell me about how you did it? - makes them proud to learn. BusinessEnron created a culture that adored talent, forcing its employees to look
and act with extraordinary talent. Everyone had an image to defend and had to pretend to know everything and be invincible (without self-awareness /adjustment). The New GenerationThese sons of praise [Millenials] have now entered the workforce, and surely many can't function without getting a sticker for every move. Instead of annual
bonuses, some companies are giving quarterly or even monthly bonuses. Instead of employee of the month, it is the employee of the day. Companies are calling on consultants to teach them the best way to fluff up the rewards on this overpplied generation. Now we have a staff full of people who need constant peace of mind and can't
take criticism. MB: I can totally see where this+ comes from as this could further aggravate it in the future. Growth Mindset Environments Skills CreationPresent as learnedConveying that the organization values learning and perseverance, not only prepares genius and talentGiving feedback in a way that promotes learning and future
successPresenting managers as resources for learningRelationsFixed - they feel judged and permanently labeled; #1 goal: revengeGrowing - understanding, forgiving and moving on; even though deeply hurt wants to learn from it Bigger Misconception If you have to work on it, it wasn't meant to be→ all relationship experts disagree, you
need to work together, compromise and learn from each other2. Reading it is impossible → mental reading instead of communication inevitably backtrack.3. Agreeing on Just Assuming you know everything about each other is Fixed and point in time, it will never work like us change.4. Problems indicate character flaws — assigning blame
to normally the couple's character defects, but instead of assuming they are fixed you can work on themCultivate the Right MindsetMindsets begin to form very early as a child and each interaction sends a message. They're basic messages from: You have permanent traits and I'm judging themVoste is a developing person and I'm
interested in their developmentThe parents think they can deliver kids permanent confidence - as a gift - praising their brains and talent. It doesn't work, and in fact has the opposite effect, it makes children doubt as soon as everything goes wrong. If parents want to give their children a gift, the best thing they can do is teach their children
to love challenges, be intrigued by mistakes, enjoy the effort, and keep learning. Instead of praising her intelligence or her degree, I asked her questions that made her reflect on the effort she put into the study and how it has improved since the previous year. What have you learned today? What mistake did you make that you show
yourself something? What did you do hard today? Without a doubt, today you have become smarter! Success! That's a shame. You're not learning. Can you find something harder to do so you can learn more? You can find all my book summaries – here. Here.
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